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TIMBRE/TONE COLOR; TEXTURE; RHYTHM (Tempo); STYLE
LISTENING; RELATING/COMPARING/ANALYZING; DISCUSSING/DESCRIBING
grades 3–6

Lesson #3: Different Versions to Compare and Share

 National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #3: Responding
 National Core Music Standard – Artistic Process #4: Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards:
(Progress Points)

B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a variety of cultures. 
E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, [voices,] ensembles and musical forms. 
F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in formal and informal [live and] recorded performances. 

Critical Thinking Skills (measurable verbs, Bloom’s Taxonomy)
Recognize; describe/discuss/express; compare; apply; connect or relate

Common Core – Connections
mathematics and language arts:  Venn diagram, grids, discussion; understanding that music is 
often a type of language or communication, or used for a specific purpose
language arts: learn and use vocabulary: version, arrangement, ensemble, texture, a capella, 
interpretation, rendition, style for a Word Wall.

Conceptual Learning Statements (“I can…” or “I demonstrated/showed that music 
can…”; “I never knew that…”. Also, “We can…” or “We demonstrated that…”)
I can compare the similarities and differences of two versions of the same piece of music using a 
Venn diagram. I can discuss musical elements in two versions.

Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) or Behavioral Outcomes:
Students will listen comparatively to different versions of the well-known piece, “Flight of the 
Bumblebee,” by first listening to the original version for orchestra and discussing specific 
aspects or elements of the music, using music vocabulary; then, listening to another recorded 
version of the same piece, but interpreted, arranged, or‘covered’ differently–by other performers 
or a different number of performers, with different instruments (tone colors), speeds, or levels of 
expression (dynamics). Students will watch comparatively (and listen to) several arrangements 
or renditions (versions) by different performers and recording artists found on www.youtube.com. 
Students will use the vocabulary words with attention to syntax and discourse (their written and 
verbal usage) to address Common Core for this lesson; add vocabulary to the Word Wall.

Note to Teacher: This lesson involves clips from youtube. Follow school protocol about any 
necessary prior permission to use video in the classroom. Always check video clips ahead of 
time and cue them; some links may change, inappropriate commercials may precede a clip, and 
inappropriate posted comments may be in view at the bottom of the screen.
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Materials:
• recording of “Flight of the Bumblebee” by Nikolai Rimsky–Korsakov (Version #1, the original 
version); video of Russian orchestra.
• Listening Comparison: “Flight of the Bumblebee” (Grades 3–6) visual grid
• Venn diagram for Versions 1 & 2; video of Canadian Brass.  
• Venn diagram for Versions 1 & 3; video of 7 yr.old Shuan Hern Lee (Version #3), playing piano 
arrangement by Rachmaninoff.
• Venn diagram for Versions 1 & 4; video of video clip of “Team Lachey” performing an a capella 
choral version.
• Venn diagram for Versions 1& 5 (grades 5-6); video of “World’s Fastest Guitarist” (can begin at 
4:09), compared to a video of the (orchestral) Version #1.
• Venn diagram for Versions 1& 6 (optional, grades 5-6); video of Trans-Siberian Orchestra doing 
a “Bumble Boogie” arrangement with light show.
• Venn diagram for Versions 1 & 7 (optional, grades 3–6); video of jazz combo doing “The Green 
Hornet” theme, which is based on “Flight of the Bumblebee.”
• Venn diagram Template for “Flight of the Bumblebee” (optional, grades 3–6): used for 
comparing any two versions. Another exciting version for 5th and 6th grade is “Queen Bee” by 
Tina Guo, playing electric cello with a heavy metal-type accompaniment. [Note: Be sure to use 
this link’s performance at a children’s concert in California from 2010 and not another Tina Guo 
video of the piece that is inappropriate for classroom use.]

Sequence:
1. Have the recording on as students enter the room; see if the students remember its title and 
composer from a previous lesson. 

2. Display the grid, Listening Comparison: “Flight of the Bumblebee” (Grades 3–6). Point out or 
list on the board the following terms: melody, instrumentation (tone color/timbre), tempo (speed), 
expression/dynamics. Discuss how to describe these aspects of the orchestral version of this 
piece. Possible answers are:

melody: chromatic; mainly played by violins and flute
tempo: fast
form: original [Intro–A–B–A–Coda] 
texture: many instruments, large goup
timbre/type of ensemble (instrumentation): an orchestra, large group, many instruments
expression/dynamics: soft to medium loud
style: “classical”

3. Next, play the youtube segment of this piece, and refer to it as Version #1 (the Original, for 
Orchestra).
Explain that original version means “performed the way the composer wrote it and wanted it 
played,” or, sometimes, “the first recording made of the piece.”

4. Play the next youtube segment, and refer to it as Version #2 (Canadian Brass)

http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=25
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgLODq5URUo
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Listening_Comparison_Chart.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn_Diagram_1&2.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YgTg7mM8A0
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn_Diagram_1&3.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VjVaZt1VT44
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn_Diagram_1&4.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNjOgNflXX0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CNjOgNflXX0
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn_Diagram_1&5.pdf
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn_Diagram_1&6.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YgTg7mM8A0
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn%20Diagram%201&7.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMKwUCck6IQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMKwUCck6IQ
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Venn%20Diagram%20Blank%20Template,%20Fl%20of%20B.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YnzQ36xxXg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YnzQ36xxXg
http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Listening_Comparison_Chart.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pgLODq5URUo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3YgTg7mM8A0
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5. Compare the two; go through each musical element (melody, instrumentation, tempo, 
expression) and decide as a class if these were the same (or very similar) or different; fill in the 
grid by adding checkmarks in the corresponding column.

6. Introduce the Venn diagram as a means of graphically representing or presenting the 
information in the grid.

7. Next, introduce Version #3… then, Version #4… etc., or, use an Alternative Small-Group 
Teaching Strategy to compare any two versions: 

Have the class work in groups of three, using a Cooperative Learning model. Each group has a 
Data Entry (or ‘Secretary’) person who writes on the printed (or on laptop/iPad) Venn Diagram 
Template for “Flight of the Bumblebee”. Other students in the group can also have specific roles, 
such as Checker (checks to make sure everyone contributes ideas and that the group stays on 
task) and Encourager (gives compliments and positive feedback to the group members).
Note: All small groups can compare the same two versions, or, be given individual sets of 
versions (one/group) if individual music listening stations with headphones or earbuds are 
available.

Closure/Questions:
1. Ask questions of the class that refer back to the SLOs and Conceptual Learning or “I can…” 
statements.
2. “How can changing just one aspect of the music, such as what instrument or music ensemble 
plays the piece, change the interpretation? How can it change whether or not you prefer one 
version over another? What other musical elements can be changed when two different versions 
of the same piece are compared? Which version was your favorite and why (stated using music 
vocabulary)?”

*Assessment/Evaluation:
1. Formative Assessment: 
[Name of Student] contributes his or her ideas to a class discussion:
5…all of the time 
4…most of the time 
3…some of the time 
2-1…very seldom or not yet 

2. Formative Assessment: 
[Name of Student or Small Group] can accurately display commonalities and differences using a 
Venn diagram as a graphic representation:
5…all of the time 
4…most of the time 
3…some of the time 
2-1…not yet, or only with help 
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3. Formative Assessment: 
[Name of Student] can accurately verbalize, explain, and correlate the identified Common Core 
connections between vocabulary words used in this lesson and their meaning, and understands 
how these (selected) vocabulary words can apply to music:
5…all of the time 
4…most of the time 
3…some of the time 
2-1…not yet, or only with help 

4. Summative Assessment: 
[Name of student] uses musical vocabulary in describing their preferences for various versions 
of the same piece of music:
5…all of the time 
4…most of the time 
3…some of the time 
2-1…not yet, or only with help 

Have students place their Rubrics in their Music Listening Portfolio.

Extensions and Follow-up Lessons:
1. Listen to another piece by Rimsky–Korsakov, such as Scheherazade, Russian Easter 
Overture, or Capriccio Espagnole.
2. Find out more about the composer, Nikolai Rimsky–Korsakov.
3. (grades 5–6) Have students find more versions of “Flight of the Bumblebee” on youtube, with 
supervision.
4. Learn the Circle Game “Bee, Bee, Bumblebee.”

http://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Circle_Game.pdf

